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XX UEFS CHAMPIONS LIGUE FUTSAL IS HELD IN MINSK (BELARUS) FRON
01 OF JUNE TILL 07 OF JUNE 2010, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS
REGULATION.
1. REGULATION OF COMPETITION
The teams, which participate in the tournament are divided into 3 groups. 2
groups consisting of three teams and a group of 4 teams. The matches are
conducted in groups by the league system.
2. PROGRAM
01/06 - arrival, placing the teams and referees in the hotel from 12.00. Service is
begun with lunch. Teams arriving to Minsk airport will transferred by bus
02/06 - opening ceremony and the first playing day in groups
03/06 - the second playing day in groups
04/06 - the third playing day in groups
05/06 – semifinal games.
06/06 - the games for positions 5th to 10th and games on the 3rd and 4th place,
and FINAL. Closing Ceremony.
07/06 - departure of participants of competitions. Rooms of the hotel will be leaving till
12:00. Teams which departure from Minsk airport will transferred by bus.
Service is finished by breakfast
3. THE GAME REGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINARY CODE
The tournament is held in accordance with actual game Regulations and Disciplinary
Code of UEFS. The meetings with team representatives and referees staff is held
before the beginning of first playing day. The official ball of the tournament is given by
the organizers before the beginning of the event.
4. THE SYSTEM OF COMPETITION
4.1. The games are held in groups in the league system: Winner - 3 points, Tie - 1
point, loser - 0 points.
4.2. In the case of a tie in the semi-finals, 3rd and 4th place, and final equipment
continue
with
an
extra
time
(extended)
2
parts
of
5
minutes.
4.3. In the case of draw result of extra time it is need to shoot three 6-metres kicks
by every team. The kicks are shot by the players which were on the playing area on
the moment of the end of extra time.
4.4. In the case of necessity the kicks are shot by one player of each team until the
shoot-off. The last player from the presenting on the playing area will shoot first, after
it others in accordance with the order established in the first round of shooting.
(Goalkeepers have not the right to shoot.).
4.5. The remaining playoffs, will be resolved directly by release of penalties,
based on 4.3 and 4.4.
4.6. The classification of the teams is based on the numbers of points.
4.7. In the case of equality of points for two or more teams the places are classified
by following rules:
а) according the results of the game only between these equal teams (amount of
points, goals difference, the most amount of scored goals);
b) the most amount of winner games in regular time during all games of the
group tournament;
c) Goal difference in all matches.
d) Most goals scored in all matches
e) the draw.
4.8 teams qualify for semi-finals by the following rules:
a) the three group winners and second place of group "C".
b) The fighting in semifinals are:
1st -group "a", play 1st -group "c"
1st -group "b", play 2nd-group "c"

4.9 Other fighting for the decision of the positions 5th to 10th, will be as follow:
a) Since the 9th and 10th: 4th-group "c" play the worst third of the groups "a" and "b"
b) Since 7th and 8th: 3rd-group "c" play the best third of the groups "a" and "b"
c) Since 5th and 6th: 2nd-group "a" play the second group "b"
4.10. In the semi-finals, 3rd and 4th place and the final if they finish in a tie,
Resolve, pursuant to Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this regulation.
5. TEAM AND PLAYERS SANCTIONS
5.1. The player which has received 5 faults during the game has to leave the playing
area till the end of the game with ability to put substitute into the game instead of the player,
which left the playing area. This player can participate in the next official game.
5.2. The player which has received two yellow cards during one game (after second
yellow card he will receive automatically the blue card) and has to leave the playing area with
ability to put substitute into the game instead of the player, which left it. The player will be
suspended in the next official game.
5.3. The player which has received the blue or the red card has to leave the playing area
with ability to put substitute into the game instead of the player, which left it. The player will be
suspended in the next official games according to the penalties of Disciplinary UEFS Committee
or the UEFS commission (consist of 3 persons).
5.4. In the case of absence one of the teams to the game, the team will receive penalties
in accordance with art.26 of Disciplinary Code UEFS and losing the game with score 0-5.
6. THE CONDITIONS OF ORGANIZATION AND TOURNAMENT PARTICIPATION
6.1. The staff of official delegation is including 18 persons maximum (12-14 players + 42 representatives of coach staff of the team + 1 referee + President of national Federation /
Associations). UEFS confirms a nomination of the referee. Coaches of teams or other
accompanying persons cannot replace players.
6.2. Each team comes to the conclusion of the tournament rather than independently or
at the international airport Minsk (Belarus), where buses will be relocated in the costs borne by
the participating team.
6.3. All members of delegations should have at themselves the documents proving their
identity (identification card or passport).
6.3. All members of delegation should have the medical insurance. Medical worker need
to be included to the sport delegation.
6.5. All the teams, which are participate in the League of Europe(XX Cup of European
Champions) should pay the fee: 750 (seven hundred fifty) Euro – to UEFS and fee 25 Euro per
person per day – by bank transfer to Organizing committee of competitions according to the
UEFS payment rules.
7. OFFICIAL CUP
The Organizing committee gives the official prize Cup for the team –winner and other
prizes and memory presents for participants and referees.
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